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๏ tSZ/kSZ is hidden among many other signals 
๏ tSZ/kSZ not negligible at small scales as Primordial CMB damped

SECONDARIES IN FREQUENCY MAPS 

Planck coll. 2013 
Addison et al. 2012

Planck/Large scales SPT/small scales 

tSZ

tSZ

kSZ
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๏ Can we exploit the full cosmological information of extragalactic 
components (tSZ, kSZ, CIB, …) in CMB analyses ?

๏ Yes by using coherent modelling and coherent analysis !

RATIONALE

SPT analysis 
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Cobs
` = CCMB

` (⇥, xe = tanh) +AtSZCtemp�t
` +AkSZCtemp�k

` + ....

Cosmology

Reionisation

Douspis et al 2006
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๏ Can we exploit the full cosmological information of extragalactic 
components (tSZ, kSZ, CIB, …) in CMB analyses ?

๏ Yes by using coherent modelling and coherent analysis !

RATIONALE

Replace in SPT analysis 
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Cobs
` = CCMB

` (⇥, xe = tanh) +AtSZCtemp�t
` +AkSZCtemp�k

` + ....

By
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Cobs
` = CCMB

` (⇥, xe = asym) + CtSZ
` (⇥) + CkSZ

` (⇥, xe = asym) + ....

Cosmology

Reionisation

Halo model Semi-analytical model
Taburet et al. 2009 Gorce et al. 2020

Douspis et al 2006
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TSZ POWER SPECTRUM FROM HALO MODEL

Cls[Θ] ≡ ∫ ∫ ∫ dMdz dV χ(obs) S(obs − M)
dN

dMdz
p(M, z)

Scaling Relation

Mass function

Profile

Number of halos in bins of mass and redshift. From 
numerical simulations, known 10% scatter between 

teams [Tinker et al., Watson et al. , Despali et al.] 

Needed to relate the observable (flux, size) to 
the mass and redshift. Given by comparison HM 

with simulations or WL measurements [Planck 2013., 
Nagai et al. , …] 

Describes the spatial distribution of the hot 
gas. Assume Universal pressure profile, the 

GNFW [Nagai et al., Arnaud et al. , Planck  2014] 
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Cosmology

(1-b)
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Z
P (k)

𝛼
Y*

See also talk of Gaspard Aymerich on scaling 
and Theo Lebeau and Miren Muñoz Echeverría on bias

Selection function
Given by experiment  and observing strategy 
From simulations or analytical formulae [Planck 

2013,15…]
See also talk of Stefano Gallo

See also talk of Corentin Hanser
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๏ Information on reionisation history

๏ Information on reionisation morphology

6

THE KINETIC SUNYAEV ZEL’DOVICH EFFECT

rsage simulations at xHII = 0.30

fej SFR
Gorce+2020, see also McQuinn+2005; Iliev+2007; Battaglia+2013; Mesinger+2012, Park+2013, Chen+2022… 

Se
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๏ CMB experiments constrain kSZ amplitude and propagate 
to reionisation:
๏  Dlate-time(l=3000) ∝ τ0.44                 (Shaw+2012)

๏  Dpatchy(l=3000) ∝ zre and Δz0.51     (Battaglia+2013)

๏ Most recent constraints: SPT+Planck
๏ Dp3000 = 1.1 +1.0/-0.7 µK2

๏ Δz = 1.1 +1.6/-0.7

29/04/2021

CURRENT CONSTRAINTS

Total kSZ amplitude (μK2)

zre

Δz

See also talk of Srinivasan Raghunathan
for prospects
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Issues in the way EoR is currently modelled in CMB data analysis:

๏ Use of templates although amplitude and shape depend on reionisation  (e.g. 
McQuinn+2006, Iliev+2007, Mesinger+2012)                          

๏ Scaling relations between kSZ amplitude and EoR parameters are largely 
dependent on the simulations used (Park+2013)

๏ Different xe(z) used for large- and small-scale modelling

๏ ⟶ Inconsistent hypotheses: Motivation to develop a semi-analytic derivation of the 
kSZ power based on cosmology and EoR parameters

8

CURRENT CONSTRAINTS

rsage simulations at xHII = 0.30
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DERIVING THE KSZ POWER SPECTRUM

AmplitudeShape

 D. Aubert’s simulation (see Aubert+2015, Chardin+2019)

2 MODELLING THE KSZ POWER SPECTRUM 5
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where the z-dependencies have been omitted for simplicity. Here, Pee is the power spectrum of the free
electrons density fluctuations and Pev is the free electrons density - velocity cross-spectrum.

2.2 Simplifications
Following McQuinn et al. (2005) and Mesinger et al. (2012), we assume that the cross spectra including

the velocity field are negligible compared to power spectra so that Eq. 4 simplifies to
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Indeed, although the Pee, Pvv and Pve spectra have similar amplitudes, the equation will be dominated
by k

0 near zero for k � 1 Mpc
�1, i.e. the scales of interest for the study of kSZ. We further simplify our

equations by using a rms velocity field defined as (Hu 2000; Ma & Fry 2002):
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Note that we have numerically verified the validity of these assumptions.

In the linear regime, we can write v(k) = ik (fȧ/k) �̃(k), where a is the scale factor and f the linear
growth rate defined by f(a) = dlnd/dlna for d the growth function. Note that in the matter-dominated
era, d(a) ⇠ a. Therefore we can fully compute the velocity power spectrum and so the rms velocity field
from linear theory and not be limited by the simulation resolution. We have:
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THE POWER SPECTRUM OF FREE ELECTRONS PEE(K,Z)
Early times: power-law

𝛼0𝑥𝑒(𝑧)−1/5

𝜅𝑥
𝑒(𝑧

)−
1/

3

Slope -3

๏ α0 : constant amplitude on large scales ⟷ variance of the field 

๏ κ: drop-off frequency ⟷ minimal size of ionised regions
Gorce+, A&A 2020

A&A proofs: manuscript no. output

Fig. 1. Free electrons density contrast power spectrum for a box filled
with enough bubbles of radius R = 15 px = 5.5 Mpc to reach a filling
fraction f = 1%. Points are results of a numerical computation of the
power spectrum, compared to the theoretical model (solid line). The
dotted vertical line corresponds to k = 1/R, the dashed vertical line to
91/4/R, the dashed horizontal line to 4/3⇡R3/ f and the tilted dashed line
has slope k

�4.

bubbles of radius R = 15 px = 5.5 Mpc5 to reach a fill-
ing fraction f = 1% in a box of 5123 pixels and side length
L = 128/h Mpc. We compare the expression in Eq. (11) with
power spectrum values computed directly from the 3D field and
find a good match. On very small or very large scales, the win-
dow function behaves as:

W(y) ⇠ 3
y3 ⇥

y3

3
= 1 as y! 0

W(y) ⇠ 3
y3 ⇥ y =

3
y2 as y! 1

(12)

so that Pee(k) ⇠ 4/3⇡R3/ f i.e. is constant (see dashed horizontal
line on the figure) on very large scales and has higher ampli-
tude for smaller filling fractions. On small scales, the toy model
power spectrum decreases as k

�4 (see tilted dashed line on the
figure). The intersection point of the horizontal and tilted dashed
lines on the figure corresponds to k = 91/4/R (dashed vertical
line), hinting at a relation between the cut-o↵ frequency and the
bubble size. Note that Xu et al. (2019) find a similar feature, also
related to the typical bubble size, in the bias between the H i and
matter fields.

This behaviour is close to what we observe in the free
electrons density power spectra of our six simulations in the
early stages of reionisation as can be seen on the right panel
of Fig. 2, showing Pee(k, z) for the first of our six simulations.
Therefore, we choose in this work to use a direct parameterisa-
tion of the scale and redshift evolution of Pee(k, z) during reion-
isation and calibrate it on our simulations. The parameters, ↵0
and , are defined according to:

Pee(k, z) =
↵0 xe(z)�1/5

1 + [k/]3xe(z)
. (13)

In log-space, on large scales, Pee has a constant amplitude which,
as mentioned above, depends on the filling fraction and there-
fore reaches its maximum ↵0 at the start of the reionisation
5 The bubble radii actually follow a Gaussian distribution centred on
15 px with standard deviation 2 px.

process, when the variance in the free electron field is maxi-
mal (see Sec. 5.1). It then slowly decreases as xe(z)�1/5. Be-
fore the onset of reionisation, despite the few free electrons
left over after recombination, the amplitude of Pee is negligi-
ble. This constant power decreases above a cut-o↵ frequency
that increases with time, following the growth of ionised bub-
bles, according to xe(z)�1/3. There is no power above this fre-
quency, i.e. on smaller scales: there is no smaller ionised region
than rmin(z) = 2⇡x

1/3
e / at this time. For empirical reasons, we

choose the power to decrease as k
�3 and not k

�4 as seen in the
theoretical power spectrum on small scales. This di↵erence can
be explained by the fact that in our simulations, small ionised
regions will keep appearing as new sources light up, maintain-
ing power on scales smaller than the typical bubble size. Addi-
tionally, the density resolution will allow correlations between
regions within a given bubble, whereas in the toy models ionised
bubbles are only filled with ones. The complexity of the electron
density contrast field is illustrated for one of the six simulations
used in this work on Fig. 2: the underlying matter field is visible
within the ionised regions.

Once reionisation is over and all IGM atoms are ionised, the
fluctuations in free electrons density follow those of dark matter
on large scales (k < 1 Mpc�1). On smaller scales, gas thermal
pressure induces a drop in Pee(k, z) compared to the dark mat-
ter. To describe this evolution at low redshifts, we choose the
same parameterisation as Shaw et al. (2012), given in Eq. (14),
to describe the gas bias b�e(k, z)2 = Pee(k, z)/P��(k, z) but adapt
the parameters to our simulations, which however do not cover
redshifts lower than 5.5:

b�e(k, z)2 =
1
2

"
e�k/k f +

1
1 + (gk/k f )7/2

#
(14)

We find k f = 9.4 Mpc�1 and g = 0.5, constant with redshift.
Our values for k f and g are quite di↵erent from those obtained
by Shaw et al. (2012), as in their work power starts dropping
between 0.05 and 0.5 Mpc�1 compared to k ⇠ 3 Mpc�1 for our
simulations. This can be explained by our simulations making
use of adaptive mesh refinement, therefore resolving very well
the densest regions, so that our spectra are more sensitive to the
thermal behaviour of gas. This model, where k f and g are con-
stant parameters, is a very basic one. It will however be su�-
cient for this work since we focus on the patchy component of
the kSZ e↵ect, at z � 5.5. Additionally, as we will show later, the
scales mostly contributing to the patchy kSZ signal correspond
to modes 10�3 < k/Mpc�1 < 1 where Pee follows the matter
power spectrum, so that a precise knowledge of b�e(k, z) is not
required. In the future, if we want to apply our results to con-
strain reionisation with the measured CMB temperature power
spectrum, we will need a better model as the observed signal
will be the sum of homogeneous and patchy kSZ, with the for-
mer dominating on all scales.

To account for the smooth transition of Pee from a power-law
to a biased matter power spectrum, illustrated in the right panel
of Fig. 2, we write the final form for the free electrons density
fluctuations power spectrum as

Pee(k, z) =
⇥
fH � xe(z)

⇤ ⇥ ↵0 xe(z)�1/5

1 + [k/]3xe(z)
+ xe(z) ⇥ b�e(k, z)2

P��(k, z),
(15)

for fH = 1+Yp/4Xp ' 1.08, with Yp and Xp the primordial mass
fraction of helium and hydrogen respectively. The total matter
power spectrum P�� is computed using the Boltzmann integra-
tor CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000; Howlett et al. 2012) for the linear

Article number, page 4 of 14
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A SIMPLE PARAMETERISATION
Fitting formula to the spectra of simulations

Compute the angular patchy kSZ power spectrum

Posteriors on the two parameters  and  
Known reionisation history xe

𝛼0 𝜅 

Applied to three types of simulations: 
๏ rsage: Three different models of the escape fraction (Seiler+2019) 

๏ 21CMFAST: Semi-numerical simulations of reionisation (Mesinger+2007, 2011, Park+2018) 

๏ EMMA: r-hydro simulations with ≠ star formation (Aubert+2015, Chardin+2019) 

  ! Robust to different physics

A&A proofs: manuscript no. output

Fig. 1. Free electrons density contrast power spectrum for a box filled
with enough bubbles of radius R = 15 px = 5.5 Mpc to reach a filling
fraction f = 1%. Points are results of a numerical computation of the
power spectrum, compared to the theoretical model (solid line). The
dotted vertical line corresponds to k = 1/R, the dashed vertical line to
91/4/R, the dashed horizontal line to 4/3⇡R3/ f and the tilted dashed line
has slope k

�4.

bubbles of radius R = 15 px = 5.5 Mpc5 to reach a fill-
ing fraction f = 1% in a box of 5123 pixels and side length
L = 128/h Mpc. We compare the expression in Eq. (11) with
power spectrum values computed directly from the 3D field and
find a good match. On very small or very large scales, the win-
dow function behaves as:

W(y) ⇠ 3
y3 ⇥

y3

3
= 1 as y! 0

W(y) ⇠ 3
y3 ⇥ y =

3
y2 as y! 1

(12)

so that Pee(k) ⇠ 4/3⇡R3/ f i.e. is constant (see dashed horizontal
line on the figure) on very large scales and has higher ampli-
tude for smaller filling fractions. On small scales, the toy model
power spectrum decreases as k

�4 (see tilted dashed line on the
figure). The intersection point of the horizontal and tilted dashed
lines on the figure corresponds to k = 91/4/R (dashed vertical
line), hinting at a relation between the cut-o↵ frequency and the
bubble size. Note that Xu et al. (2019) find a similar feature, also
related to the typical bubble size, in the bias between the H i and
matter fields.

This behaviour is close to what we observe in the free
electrons density power spectra of our six simulations in the
early stages of reionisation as can be seen on the right panel
of Fig. 2, showing Pee(k, z) for the first of our six simulations.
Therefore, we choose in this work to use a direct parameterisa-
tion of the scale and redshift evolution of Pee(k, z) during reion-
isation and calibrate it on our simulations. The parameters, ↵0
and , are defined according to:

Pee(k, z) =
↵0 xe(z)�1/5

1 + [k/]3xe(z)
. (13)

In log-space, on large scales, Pee has a constant amplitude which,
as mentioned above, depends on the filling fraction and there-
fore reaches its maximum ↵0 at the start of the reionisation
5 The bubble radii actually follow a Gaussian distribution centred on
15 px with standard deviation 2 px.

process, when the variance in the free electron field is maxi-
mal (see Sec. 5.1). It then slowly decreases as xe(z)�1/5. Be-
fore the onset of reionisation, despite the few free electrons
left over after recombination, the amplitude of Pee is negligi-
ble. This constant power decreases above a cut-o↵ frequency
that increases with time, following the growth of ionised bub-
bles, according to xe(z)�1/3. There is no power above this fre-
quency, i.e. on smaller scales: there is no smaller ionised region
than rmin(z) = 2⇡x

1/3
e / at this time. For empirical reasons, we

choose the power to decrease as k
�3 and not k

�4 as seen in the
theoretical power spectrum on small scales. This di↵erence can
be explained by the fact that in our simulations, small ionised
regions will keep appearing as new sources light up, maintain-
ing power on scales smaller than the typical bubble size. Addi-
tionally, the density resolution will allow correlations between
regions within a given bubble, whereas in the toy models ionised
bubbles are only filled with ones. The complexity of the electron
density contrast field is illustrated for one of the six simulations
used in this work on Fig. 2: the underlying matter field is visible
within the ionised regions.

Once reionisation is over and all IGM atoms are ionised, the
fluctuations in free electrons density follow those of dark matter
on large scales (k < 1 Mpc�1). On smaller scales, gas thermal
pressure induces a drop in Pee(k, z) compared to the dark mat-
ter. To describe this evolution at low redshifts, we choose the
same parameterisation as Shaw et al. (2012), given in Eq. (14),
to describe the gas bias b�e(k, z)2 = Pee(k, z)/P��(k, z) but adapt
the parameters to our simulations, which however do not cover
redshifts lower than 5.5:

b�e(k, z)2 =
1
2

"
e�k/k f +

1
1 + (gk/k f )7/2

#
(14)

We find k f = 9.4 Mpc�1 and g = 0.5, constant with redshift.
Our values for k f and g are quite di↵erent from those obtained
by Shaw et al. (2012), as in their work power starts dropping
between 0.05 and 0.5 Mpc�1 compared to k ⇠ 3 Mpc�1 for our
simulations. This can be explained by our simulations making
use of adaptive mesh refinement, therefore resolving very well
the densest regions, so that our spectra are more sensitive to the
thermal behaviour of gas. This model, where k f and g are con-
stant parameters, is a very basic one. It will however be su�-
cient for this work since we focus on the patchy component of
the kSZ e↵ect, at z � 5.5. Additionally, as we will show later, the
scales mostly contributing to the patchy kSZ signal correspond
to modes 10�3 < k/Mpc�1 < 1 where Pee follows the matter
power spectrum, so that a precise knowledge of b�e(k, z) is not
required. In the future, if we want to apply our results to con-
strain reionisation with the measured CMB temperature power
spectrum, we will need a better model as the observed signal
will be the sum of homogeneous and patchy kSZ, with the for-
mer dominating on all scales.

To account for the smooth transition of Pee from a power-law
to a biased matter power spectrum, illustrated in the right panel
of Fig. 2, we write the final form for the free electrons density
fluctuations power spectrum as

Pee(k, z) =
⇥
fH � xe(z)

⇤ ⇥ ↵0 xe(z)�1/5

1 + [k/]3xe(z)
+ xe(z) ⇥ b�e(k, z)2

P��(k, z),
(15)

for fH = 1+Yp/4Xp ' 1.08, with Yp and Xp the primordial mass
fraction of helium and hydrogen respectively. The total matter
power spectrum P�� is computed using the Boltzmann integra-
tor CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000; Howlett et al. 2012) for the linear
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Fig. 1. Free electrons density contrast power spectrum for a box filled
with enough bubbles of radius R = 15 px = 5.5 Mpc to reach a filling
fraction f = 1%. Points are results of a numerical computation of the
power spectrum, compared to the theoretical model (solid line). The
dotted vertical line corresponds to k = 1/R, the dashed vertical line to
91/4/R, the dashed horizontal line to 4/3⇡R3/ f and the tilted dashed line
has slope k

�4.

bubbles of radius R = 15 px = 5.5 Mpc5 to reach a fill-
ing fraction f = 1% in a box of 5123 pixels and side length
L = 128/h Mpc. We compare the expression in Eq. (11) with
power spectrum values computed directly from the 3D field and
find a good match. On very small or very large scales, the win-
dow function behaves as:

W(y) ⇠ 3
y3 ⇥

y3
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= 1 as y! 0

W(y) ⇠ 3
y3 ⇥ y =

3
y2 as y! 1

(12)

so that Pee(k) ⇠ 4/3⇡R3/ f i.e. is constant (see dashed horizontal
line on the figure) on very large scales and has higher ampli-
tude for smaller filling fractions. On small scales, the toy model
power spectrum decreases as k

�4 (see tilted dashed line on the
figure). The intersection point of the horizontal and tilted dashed
lines on the figure corresponds to k = 91/4/R (dashed vertical
line), hinting at a relation between the cut-o↵ frequency and the
bubble size. Note that Xu et al. (2019) find a similar feature, also
related to the typical bubble size, in the bias between the H i and
matter fields.

This behaviour is close to what we observe in the free
electrons density power spectra of our six simulations in the
early stages of reionisation as can be seen on the right panel
of Fig. 2, showing Pee(k, z) for the first of our six simulations.
Therefore, we choose in this work to use a direct parameterisa-
tion of the scale and redshift evolution of Pee(k, z) during reion-
isation and calibrate it on our simulations. The parameters, ↵0
and , are defined according to:

Pee(k, z) =
↵0 xe(z)�1/5

1 + [k/]3xe(z)
. (13)

In log-space, on large scales, Pee has a constant amplitude which,
as mentioned above, depends on the filling fraction and there-
fore reaches its maximum ↵0 at the start of the reionisation
5 The bubble radii actually follow a Gaussian distribution centred on
15 px with standard deviation 2 px.

process, when the variance in the free electron field is maxi-
mal (see Sec. 5.1). It then slowly decreases as xe(z)�1/5. Be-
fore the onset of reionisation, despite the few free electrons
left over after recombination, the amplitude of Pee is negligi-
ble. This constant power decreases above a cut-o↵ frequency
that increases with time, following the growth of ionised bub-
bles, according to xe(z)�1/3. There is no power above this fre-
quency, i.e. on smaller scales: there is no smaller ionised region
than rmin(z) = 2⇡x

1/3
e / at this time. For empirical reasons, we

choose the power to decrease as k
�3 and not k

�4 as seen in the
theoretical power spectrum on small scales. This di↵erence can
be explained by the fact that in our simulations, small ionised
regions will keep appearing as new sources light up, maintain-
ing power on scales smaller than the typical bubble size. Addi-
tionally, the density resolution will allow correlations between
regions within a given bubble, whereas in the toy models ionised
bubbles are only filled with ones. The complexity of the electron
density contrast field is illustrated for one of the six simulations
used in this work on Fig. 2: the underlying matter field is visible
within the ionised regions.

Once reionisation is over and all IGM atoms are ionised, the
fluctuations in free electrons density follow those of dark matter
on large scales (k < 1 Mpc�1). On smaller scales, gas thermal
pressure induces a drop in Pee(k, z) compared to the dark mat-
ter. To describe this evolution at low redshifts, we choose the
same parameterisation as Shaw et al. (2012), given in Eq. (14),
to describe the gas bias b�e(k, z)2 = Pee(k, z)/P��(k, z) but adapt
the parameters to our simulations, which however do not cover
redshifts lower than 5.5:

b�e(k, z)2 =
1
2

"
e�k/k f +

1
1 + (gk/k f )7/2

#
(14)

We find k f = 9.4 Mpc�1 and g = 0.5, constant with redshift.
Our values for k f and g are quite di↵erent from those obtained
by Shaw et al. (2012), as in their work power starts dropping
between 0.05 and 0.5 Mpc�1 compared to k ⇠ 3 Mpc�1 for our
simulations. This can be explained by our simulations making
use of adaptive mesh refinement, therefore resolving very well
the densest regions, so that our spectra are more sensitive to the
thermal behaviour of gas. This model, where k f and g are con-
stant parameters, is a very basic one. It will however be su�-
cient for this work since we focus on the patchy component of
the kSZ e↵ect, at z � 5.5. Additionally, as we will show later, the
scales mostly contributing to the patchy kSZ signal correspond
to modes 10�3 < k/Mpc�1 < 1 where Pee follows the matter
power spectrum, so that a precise knowledge of b�e(k, z) is not
required. In the future, if we want to apply our results to con-
strain reionisation with the measured CMB temperature power
spectrum, we will need a better model as the observed signal
will be the sum of homogeneous and patchy kSZ, with the for-
mer dominating on all scales.

To account for the smooth transition of Pee from a power-law
to a biased matter power spectrum, illustrated in the right panel
of Fig. 2, we write the final form for the free electrons density
fluctuations power spectrum as

Pee(k, z) =
⇥
fH � xe(z)

⇤ ⇥ ↵0 xe(z)�1/5

1 + [k/]3xe(z)
+ xe(z) ⇥ b�e(k, z)2

P��(k, z),
(15)

for fH = 1+Yp/4Xp ' 1.08, with Yp and Xp the primordial mass
fraction of helium and hydrogen respectively. The total matter
power spectrum P�� is computed using the Boltzmann integra-
tor CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000; Howlett et al. 2012) for the linear
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Fig. 1. Free electrons density contrast power spectrum for a box filled
with enough bubbles of radius R = 15 px = 5.5 Mpc to reach a filling
fraction f = 1%. Points are results of a numerical computation of the
power spectrum, compared to the theoretical model (solid line). The
dotted vertical line corresponds to k = 1/R, the dashed vertical line to
91/4/R, the dashed horizontal line to 4/3⇡R3/ f and the tilted dashed line
has slope k

�4.

bubbles of radius R = 15 px = 5.5 Mpc5 to reach a fill-
ing fraction f = 1% in a box of 5123 pixels and side length
L = 128/h Mpc. We compare the expression in Eq. (11) with
power spectrum values computed directly from the 3D field and
find a good match. On very small or very large scales, the win-
dow function behaves as:

W(y) ⇠ 3
y3 ⇥

y3

3
= 1 as y! 0

W(y) ⇠ 3
y3 ⇥ y =

3
y2 as y! 1

(12)

so that Pee(k) ⇠ 4/3⇡R3/ f i.e. is constant (see dashed horizontal
line on the figure) on very large scales and has higher ampli-
tude for smaller filling fractions. On small scales, the toy model
power spectrum decreases as k

�4 (see tilted dashed line on the
figure). The intersection point of the horizontal and tilted dashed
lines on the figure corresponds to k = 91/4/R (dashed vertical
line), hinting at a relation between the cut-o↵ frequency and the
bubble size. Note that Xu et al. (2019) find a similar feature, also
related to the typical bubble size, in the bias between the H i and
matter fields.

This behaviour is close to what we observe in the free
electrons density power spectra of our six simulations in the
early stages of reionisation as can be seen on the right panel
of Fig. 2, showing Pee(k, z) for the first of our six simulations.
Therefore, we choose in this work to use a direct parameterisa-
tion of the scale and redshift evolution of Pee(k, z) during reion-
isation and calibrate it on our simulations. The parameters, ↵0
and , are defined according to:

Pee(k, z) =
↵0 xe(z)�1/5

1 + [k/]3xe(z)
. (13)

In log-space, on large scales, Pee has a constant amplitude which,
as mentioned above, depends on the filling fraction and there-
fore reaches its maximum ↵0 at the start of the reionisation
5 The bubble radii actually follow a Gaussian distribution centred on
15 px with standard deviation 2 px.

process, when the variance in the free electron field is maxi-
mal (see Sec. 5.1). It then slowly decreases as xe(z)�1/5. Be-
fore the onset of reionisation, despite the few free electrons
left over after recombination, the amplitude of Pee is negligi-
ble. This constant power decreases above a cut-o↵ frequency
that increases with time, following the growth of ionised bub-
bles, according to xe(z)�1/3. There is no power above this fre-
quency, i.e. on smaller scales: there is no smaller ionised region
than rmin(z) = 2⇡x

1/3
e / at this time. For empirical reasons, we

choose the power to decrease as k
�3 and not k

�4 as seen in the
theoretical power spectrum on small scales. This di↵erence can
be explained by the fact that in our simulations, small ionised
regions will keep appearing as new sources light up, maintain-
ing power on scales smaller than the typical bubble size. Addi-
tionally, the density resolution will allow correlations between
regions within a given bubble, whereas in the toy models ionised
bubbles are only filled with ones. The complexity of the electron
density contrast field is illustrated for one of the six simulations
used in this work on Fig. 2: the underlying matter field is visible
within the ionised regions.

Once reionisation is over and all IGM atoms are ionised, the
fluctuations in free electrons density follow those of dark matter
on large scales (k < 1 Mpc�1). On smaller scales, gas thermal
pressure induces a drop in Pee(k, z) compared to the dark mat-
ter. To describe this evolution at low redshifts, we choose the
same parameterisation as Shaw et al. (2012), given in Eq. (14),
to describe the gas bias b�e(k, z)2 = Pee(k, z)/P��(k, z) but adapt
the parameters to our simulations, which however do not cover
redshifts lower than 5.5:

b�e(k, z)2 =
1
2

"
e�k/k f +

1
1 + (gk/k f )7/2

#
(14)

We find k f = 9.4 Mpc�1 and g = 0.5, constant with redshift.
Our values for k f and g are quite di↵erent from those obtained
by Shaw et al. (2012), as in their work power starts dropping
between 0.05 and 0.5 Mpc�1 compared to k ⇠ 3 Mpc�1 for our
simulations. This can be explained by our simulations making
use of adaptive mesh refinement, therefore resolving very well
the densest regions, so that our spectra are more sensitive to the
thermal behaviour of gas. This model, where k f and g are con-
stant parameters, is a very basic one. It will however be su�-
cient for this work since we focus on the patchy component of
the kSZ e↵ect, at z � 5.5. Additionally, as we will show later, the
scales mostly contributing to the patchy kSZ signal correspond
to modes 10�3 < k/Mpc�1 < 1 where Pee follows the matter
power spectrum, so that a precise knowledge of b�e(k, z) is not
required. In the future, if we want to apply our results to con-
strain reionisation with the measured CMB temperature power
spectrum, we will need a better model as the observed signal
will be the sum of homogeneous and patchy kSZ, with the for-
mer dominating on all scales.

To account for the smooth transition of Pee from a power-law
to a biased matter power spectrum, illustrated in the right panel
of Fig. 2, we write the final form for the free electrons density
fluctuations power spectrum as

Pee(k, z) =
⇥
fH � xe(z)

⇤ ⇥ ↵0 xe(z)�1/5

1 + [k/]3xe(z)
+ xe(z) ⇥ b�e(k, z)2

P��(k, z),
(15)

for fH = 1+Yp/4Xp ' 1.08, with Yp and Xp the primordial mass
fraction of helium and hydrogen respectively. The total matter
power spectrum P�� is computed using the Boltzmann integra-
tor CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000; Howlett et al. 2012) for the linear
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Fig. 1. Free electrons density contrast power spectrum for a box filled
with enough bubbles of radius R = 15 px = 5.5 Mpc to reach a filling
fraction f = 1%. Points are results of a numerical computation of the
power spectrum, compared to the theoretical model (solid line). The
dotted vertical line corresponds to k = 1/R, the dashed vertical line to
91/4/R, the dashed horizontal line to 4/3⇡R3/ f and the tilted dashed line
has slope k

�4.

bubbles of radius R = 15 px = 5.5 Mpc5 to reach a fill-
ing fraction f = 1% in a box of 5123 pixels and side length
L = 128/h Mpc. We compare the expression in Eq. (11) with
power spectrum values computed directly from the 3D field and
find a good match. On very small or very large scales, the win-
dow function behaves as:

W(y) ⇠ 3
y3 ⇥

y3

3
= 1 as y! 0

W(y) ⇠ 3
y3 ⇥ y =

3
y2 as y! 1

(12)

so that Pee(k) ⇠ 4/3⇡R3/ f i.e. is constant (see dashed horizontal
line on the figure) on very large scales and has higher ampli-
tude for smaller filling fractions. On small scales, the toy model
power spectrum decreases as k

�4 (see tilted dashed line on the
figure). The intersection point of the horizontal and tilted dashed
lines on the figure corresponds to k = 91/4/R (dashed vertical
line), hinting at a relation between the cut-o↵ frequency and the
bubble size. Note that Xu et al. (2019) find a similar feature, also
related to the typical bubble size, in the bias between the H i and
matter fields.

This behaviour is close to what we observe in the free
electrons density power spectra of our six simulations in the
early stages of reionisation as can be seen on the right panel
of Fig. 2, showing Pee(k, z) for the first of our six simulations.
Therefore, we choose in this work to use a direct parameterisa-
tion of the scale and redshift evolution of Pee(k, z) during reion-
isation and calibrate it on our simulations. The parameters, ↵0
and , are defined according to:

Pee(k, z) =
↵0 xe(z)�1/5

1 + [k/]3xe(z)
. (13)

In log-space, on large scales, Pee has a constant amplitude which,
as mentioned above, depends on the filling fraction and there-
fore reaches its maximum ↵0 at the start of the reionisation
5 The bubble radii actually follow a Gaussian distribution centred on
15 px with standard deviation 2 px.

process, when the variance in the free electron field is maxi-
mal (see Sec. 5.1). It then slowly decreases as xe(z)�1/5. Be-
fore the onset of reionisation, despite the few free electrons
left over after recombination, the amplitude of Pee is negligi-
ble. This constant power decreases above a cut-o↵ frequency
that increases with time, following the growth of ionised bub-
bles, according to xe(z)�1/3. There is no power above this fre-
quency, i.e. on smaller scales: there is no smaller ionised region
than rmin(z) = 2⇡x

1/3
e / at this time. For empirical reasons, we

choose the power to decrease as k
�3 and not k

�4 as seen in the
theoretical power spectrum on small scales. This di↵erence can
be explained by the fact that in our simulations, small ionised
regions will keep appearing as new sources light up, maintain-
ing power on scales smaller than the typical bubble size. Addi-
tionally, the density resolution will allow correlations between
regions within a given bubble, whereas in the toy models ionised
bubbles are only filled with ones. The complexity of the electron
density contrast field is illustrated for one of the six simulations
used in this work on Fig. 2: the underlying matter field is visible
within the ionised regions.

Once reionisation is over and all IGM atoms are ionised, the
fluctuations in free electrons density follow those of dark matter
on large scales (k < 1 Mpc�1). On smaller scales, gas thermal
pressure induces a drop in Pee(k, z) compared to the dark mat-
ter. To describe this evolution at low redshifts, we choose the
same parameterisation as Shaw et al. (2012), given in Eq. (14),
to describe the gas bias b�e(k, z)2 = Pee(k, z)/P��(k, z) but adapt
the parameters to our simulations, which however do not cover
redshifts lower than 5.5:

b�e(k, z)2 =
1
2

"
e�k/k f +

1
1 + (gk/k f )7/2

#
(14)

We find k f = 9.4 Mpc�1 and g = 0.5, constant with redshift.
Our values for k f and g are quite di↵erent from those obtained
by Shaw et al. (2012), as in their work power starts dropping
between 0.05 and 0.5 Mpc�1 compared to k ⇠ 3 Mpc�1 for our
simulations. This can be explained by our simulations making
use of adaptive mesh refinement, therefore resolving very well
the densest regions, so that our spectra are more sensitive to the
thermal behaviour of gas. This model, where k f and g are con-
stant parameters, is a very basic one. It will however be su�-
cient for this work since we focus on the patchy component of
the kSZ e↵ect, at z � 5.5. Additionally, as we will show later, the
scales mostly contributing to the patchy kSZ signal correspond
to modes 10�3 < k/Mpc�1 < 1 where Pee follows the matter
power spectrum, so that a precise knowledge of b�e(k, z) is not
required. In the future, if we want to apply our results to con-
strain reionisation with the measured CMB temperature power
spectrum, we will need a better model as the observed signal
will be the sum of homogeneous and patchy kSZ, with the for-
mer dominating on all scales.

To account for the smooth transition of Pee from a power-law
to a biased matter power spectrum, illustrated in the right panel
of Fig. 2, we write the final form for the free electrons density
fluctuations power spectrum as

Pee(k, z) =
⇥
fH � xe(z)

⇤ ⇥ ↵0 xe(z)�1/5

1 + [k/]3xe(z)
+ xe(z) ⇥ b�e(k, z)2

P��(k, z),
(15)

for fH = 1+Yp/4Xp ' 1.08, with Yp and Xp the primordial mass
fraction of helium and hydrogen respectively. The total matter
power spectrum P�� is computed using the Boltzmann integra-
tor CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000; Howlett et al. 2012) for the linear
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๏ There is information about reionisation in the kSZ spectrum…
     … but it is not used in current analyses, resulting in 

imprecise constraints

๏ Proposed solution: 
๏ Replace templates by analytic derivations of the SZ 

spectra to retrieve the cosmological information enclosed 
in the foregrounds

๏ For the tSZ spectrum → Douspis, Salvati, Gorce & Aghanim 2022

๏ For the kSZ spectrum → Gorce, Douspis & Salvati 2022

๏ But the computation is expensive (one min per l…) 

CURRENT HIGH-L ANALYSES
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๏ tSZ and kSZ too long to compute in MCMC

๏ Training Random forest with random values of 
5+3/4 params (15000 models) on 15 l-values of the 
Cls (l=10 to l=11000) [scikit-learn] 

๏ RF Score > 96%

BUILDING AN SZ EMULATOR

C10

C100

C800

C1100

…

Interpolation
Cls at all ells

RF training

Θ

Emulator
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EMULATING TSZ AND KSZ

± 2% while observation errors are ~20%
Asbolute 0.02 μK2

More than 100 times faster to compute
 

tSZ kSZ

Paper I: Douspis et al. 2022 Paper II: Gorce et al. 2022

tSZ kSZ

See also talk of Boris Bolliet
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๏ Effect of cosmological information of tSZ

RESULTS ON SPT DATA: COSMOLOGY

Stronger constraints
 on 
 

<latexit sha1_base64="MyjoClzuoXzVAGT5SRVzJKJkIYc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBotQQUoiogU3RTduxAr2AU0Ik+mkHTqThJmJUEIXbvwVNy4UcetHuPNvnLRZaOuBC4dz7uXee/yYUaks69soLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+buXltGicCkhSMWia6PJGE0JC1FFSPdWBDEfUY6/ugq8zsPREgahfdqHBOXo0FIA4qR0pJnlqvQueVkgLwbeAydC+hIOuDIq8OjkmdWrJo1BVwkdk4qIEfTM7+cfoQTTkKFGZKyZ1uxclMkFMWMTEpOIkmM8AgNSE/TEHEi3XT6xAQeaqUPg0joChWcqr8nUsSlHHNfd3KkhnLey8T/vF6igrqb0jBOFAnxbFGQMKgimCUC+1QQrNhYE4QF1bdCPEQCYaVzy0Kw519eJO2Tmn1Ws+5OK43LPI4iKIMDUAU2OAcNcA2aoAUweATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxaC0Y+sw/+wPj8AYCQlXE=</latexit>

(⌦M , �8)

<latexit sha1_base64="UdvKDw6ynWDN2VSqKhl5Hj67OJM=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6rHoxYtYwX5IG8pmO22X7m7C7kYoob/CiwdFvPpzvPlv3LQ5aPXBwOO9GWbmhTFn2njel1NYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt7TR0limKDRjxS7ZBo5ExiwzDDsR0rJCLk2ArHV5nfekSlWSTvzSTGQJChZANGibHSQ/dW4JD0bkq9csWrejO4f4mfkwrkqPfKn91+RBOB0lBOtO74XmyClCjDKMdpqZtojAkdkyF2LJVEoA7S2cFT98gqfXcQKVvSuDP150RKhNYTEdpOQcxIL3qZ+J/XSczgIkiZjBODks4XDRLumsjNvnf7TCE1fGIJoYrZW106IopQYzPKQvAXX/5LmidV/6zq3Z1Wapd5HEU4gEM4Bh/OoQbXUIcGUBDwBC/w6ijn2Xlz3uetBSef2YdfcD6+Aetoj9Q=</latexit>

⌦M
<latexit sha1_base64="H6qDa5Oczc3XvxXxT7ETdtFqWRs=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6rHoxZsV7Ie0oWy203bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOZMG8/7dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqaNEUWzQiEeqHRKNnElsGGY4tmOFRIQcW+H4JvNbT6g0i+SDmcQYCDKUbMAoMVZ67N4JHJJeWOqVK17Vm8FdJn5OKpCj3it/dfsRTQRKQznRuuN7sQlSogyjHKelbqIxJnRMhtixVBKBOkhnB0/dE6v03UGkbEnjztTfEykRWk9EaDsFMSO96GXif14nMYOrIGUyTgxKOl80SLhrIjf73u0zhdTwiSWEKmZvdemIKEKNzSgLwV98eZk0z6r+RdW7P6/UrvM4inAEx3AKPlxCDW6hDg2gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4AC2CP6Q==</latexit>

⌦b
<latexit sha1_base64="k5m6KtuTt3NcN1F1bn2L3fu2NoE=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRS48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1Bqw8GHu/NMDMviAU31nW/nNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzqmCjRDNssEpHuBdSg4ArblluBvVgjlYHAbjC9y/3uI2rDI/VgZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeaQ7cyrNbcursA+Uu8gtSgQGtY/RyMIpZIVJYJakzfc2Prp1RbzgTOK4PEYEzZlI6xn1FFJRo/Xdw6J2eZMiJhpLNSlizUnxMplcbMZJB1SmonZtXLxf+8fmLDGz/lKk4sKrZcFCaC2Ijkj5MR18ismGWEMs2zWwmbUE2ZzeLJQ/BWX/5LOhd176ru3l/WGrdFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoQFNaEEbGEzgCV7g1ZHOs/PmvC9bS04xcwy/4Hx8A/eKjYg=</latexit>

H0

<latexit sha1_base64="lrVcJ4nzYunINeaUahTyI2rr7Co=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEtMeiF48V7Ie0oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoo6NEEdomEY9UL8CaciZp2zDDaS9WFIuA024wvc387hNVmkXywcxi6gs8lixkBBsrPQ40Gws8bFSG1Zpbd3OgVeIVpAYFWsPq12AUkURQaQjHWvc9NzZ+ipVhhNN5ZZBoGmMyxWPat1RiQbWf5gfP0ZlVRiiMlC1pUK7+nkix0HomAtspsJnoZS8T//P6iQkbfspknBgqyWJRmHBkIpR9j0ZMUWL4zBJMFLO3IjLBChNjM8pC8JZfXiWdi7p3VXfvL2vNmyKOMpzAKZyDB9fQhDtoQRsICHiGV3hzlPPivDsfi9aSU8wcwx84nz8JNI/n</latexit>�8

<latexit sha1_base64="N8HqHeb0dR2TdR2KYeiJyGs91DQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0dxN2N0IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviAU31nW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyjRDFssEpHuBtSg4ApblluB3VgjlYHATjC5y/3OE2rDI/VopzH6ko4UDzmjNpfUwFQG1Zpbd+cgq8QrSA0KNAfVr/4wYolEZZmgxvQ8N7Z+SrXlTOCs0k8MxpRN6Ah7GVVUovHT+a0zcpYpQxJGOitlyVz9PZFSacxUBlmnpHZslr1c/M/rJTa88VOu4sSiYotFYSKIjUj+OBlyjcyKaUYo0zy7lbAx1ZTZLJ48BG/55VXSvqh7V3X34bLWuC3iKMMJnMI5eHANDbiHJrSAwRie4RXeHOm8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPl3KN8Q==</latexit>ns

<latexit sha1_base64="82bgEA73dvsyFHrPSAKgEb6EJZY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSKIh5KIqMeiF48V7Ye0oWy223bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEEth0HW/naXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffMFGiGa+zSEa6FVDDpVC8jgIlb8Wa0zCQvBmMbjK/+cS1EZF6wHHM/ZAOlOgLRtFK94+nxW6p7FbcKcgi8XJShhy1bumr04tYEnKFTFJj2p4bo59SjYJJPil2EsNjykZ0wNuWKhpy46fTUyfk2Co90o+0LYVkqv6eSGlozDgMbGdIcWjmvUz8z2sn2L/yU6HiBLlis0X9RBKMSPY36QnNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWjTyULw5l9eJI2zindRce/Oy9XrPI4CHMIRnIAHl1CFW6hBHRgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMWpecfOYA/sD5/AFSaI0q</latexit>

Y ⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="k4S/JaBPx6GzHIrrO80+uqrc4Eo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSVrGW4E6yaKYRQI1gkmd7nfeWJK81g+mmnC/AhHkoecorFSp48iGWNlUK25dXcOskq8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5pGTBoqUOue5ybGz1AZTgWbVfqpZgnSCY5Yz1KJEdN+Nj93Rs6sMiRhrGxJQ+bq74kMI62nUWA7IzRjvezl4n9eLzXhjZ9xmaSGSbpYFKaCmJjkv5MhV4waMbUEqeL2VkLHqJAam1Aegrf88ippX9S9q7r7cFlr3BZxlOEETuEcPLiGBtxDE1pAYQLP8ApvTuK8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPw5+PMQ==</latexit>↵
<latexit sha1_base64="YuXWfih+13F1JXl1umLMq4CbPNM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUgyURUY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWju6nfekKleSwfzThBP6IDyUPOqLFSo+KdB2e9UtmtujOQZeLlpAw56r3SV7cfszRCaZigWnc8NzF+RpXhTOCk2E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofaz2bETcmqVPgljZUsaMlN/T2Q00nocBbYzomaoF72p+J/XSU1442dcJqlByeaLwlQQE5Pp56TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm0/RhuAtvrxMmhdV76rqPlyWa7d5HAU4hhOogAfXUIN7qEMDGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWFSefOYI/cD5/AGVsjcI=</latexit>

(1� b)

<latexit sha1_base64="Ph9igIwmce3FR7ayIQy1xDdoXK8=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPVi8eK9gPbUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXJFIYdN0vp7C0vLK6VlwvbWxube+Ud/eaJk414w0Wy1i3A2q4FIo3UKDk7URzGgWSt4LR9dRvPXJtRKzucZxwP6IDJULBKFqpddnL8O5h0itX3Ko7A/lLvJxUIEe9V/7s9mOWRlwhk9SYjucm6GdUo2CST0rd1PCEshEd8I6likbc+Nns3Ak5skqfhLG2pZDM1J8TGY2MGUeB7YwoDs2iNxX/8zophhd+JlSSIldsvihMJcGYTH8nfaE5Qzm2hDIt7K2EDammDG1CJRuCt/jyX9I8qXpnVff2tFK7yuMowgEcwjF4cA41uIE6NIDBCJ7gBV6dxHl23pz3eWvByWf24Recj283zY9+</latexit>

AtSZ

Compatibility of 
results

Better 𝛘2 with free 
cosmological 
parameters:

Fixed 
Cosmo

Template
Template

Free 
Cosmo

Template

Free 
Cosmo
RF(Θ)

236 216 215

dof ~dof-3 ~dof-3

Douspis et al. 2022

+ 6 foreg
+ 4 instrum

<latexit sha1_base64="XWMPbfclq9MOe4a5y9Q4++TiwbU=">AAACB3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1VKQwSBYhd0gKtgEbeyMYB6QXcPsZDYZMo9lZlYISzobf8XGQhFbf8HOv3GSbKGJp7gczrmXe++JEka18bxvZ2FxaXlltbBWXN/Y3Np2d3YbWqYKkzqWTKpWhDRhVJC6oYaRVqII4hEjzWhwNfabD0RpKsWdGSYk5KgnaEwxMlbquAeB4jBRVCoYXEApbAluOOmhTgT795WOW/LK3gRwnvg5KYEctY77FXQlTjkRBjOkddv3EhNmSBmKGRkVg1STBOEB6pG2pQJxosNs8scIHlmlC2N7SyyFgRP190SGuNZDHtlOjkxfz3pj8T+vnZr4PMyoSFJDBJ4uilMGjYTjUGCXKoING1qCsKL2Voj7SCFsbHRFG4I/+/I8aVTK/mnZuz0pVS/zOApgHxyCY+CDM1AF16AG6gCDR/AMXsGb8+S8OO/Ox7R1wcln9sAfOJ8/tBmX7A==</latexit>

prior on ⌦bh
2

<latexit sha1_base64="wo88WOmuISc5rxWLG0swmP29VtU=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qoonL8EieCq7Iip4KXrxWMHaQndZsmm2Dc0mS5IVylLwr3jxoIhXf4c3/41puwdtnUMYZt7jTSZKOdPGdb+d0tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vVPd3XvQMlOEtojkUnUirClngrYMM5x2UkVxEnHajoY3E7/9SJVmUtybUUqDBPcFixnBxkph9cBXCUoVkwr5V0gK+4hQh9WaW3enQIvEK0gNCjTD6pffkyRLqDCEY627npuaIMfKMMLpuOJnmqaYDHGfdi0VOKE6yKfxx+jYKj0U2wixFAZN1d8bOU60HiWRnUywGeh5byL+53UzE18GORNpZqggs0NxxpGRaNIF6jFFieEjSzBRzGZFZIAVJsY2VrElePNfXiQPp3XvvO7endUa10UdZTiEIzgBDy6gAbfQhBYQyOEZXuHNeXJenHfnYzZacoqdffgD5/MHwCaUtA==</latexit>

prior on ns
<latexit sha1_base64="tnbgcny58p6O+LNHym55PV1ErqY=">AAACAXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfqzaCzWAQrMKuiAo2QRvLCOYB2SXMTmaTIfNiZlYIITb+io2FIrb+hZ1/4yTZQhNPcTmccy/33pMoRo0Ngm+vsLS8srpWXC9tbG5t7/i7ew0jM41JHUsmdStBhjAqSN1Sy0hLaYJ4wkgzGdxM/OYD0YZKcW+HisQc9QRNKUbWSR3/INIcKk2lhtEVlMKVCDHVRx2/HFSCKeAiCXNSBjlqHf8r6kqccSIsZsiYdhgoG4+QthQzMi5FmSEK4QHqkbajAnFi4tH0gzE8dkoXpu6KVAoLp+rviRHixgx54jo5sn0z703E/7x2ZtPLeESFyiwReLYozRi0Ek7igF2qCbZs6AjCmrpbIe4jjbB1oZVcCOH8y4ukcVoJzyvB3Vm5ep3HUQSH4AicgBBcgCq4BTVQBxg8gmfwCt68J+/Fe/c+Zq0FL5/ZB3/gff4A/cqV9A==</latexit>

prior on ↵
<latexit sha1_base64="8CRjVtyYY7wsvVDD/38xtETw1DY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCuCgzIiq4KbpxWcE+pDOUTJppQ/MYkoxQh+KvuHGhiFv/w51/Y9rOQlvPIhzOuZd7cqKEUW0879spLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+72TkPLVGFSx5JJ1YqQJowKUjfUMNJKFEE8YqQZDa7HfvOBKE2luDPDhIQc9QSNKUbGSh13L1AcJopKBYNLKIV97o87btmreBPAeeLnpAxy1DruV9CVOOVEGMyQ1m3fS0yYIWUoZmRUClJNEoQHqEfalgrEiQ6zSfoRPLRKF8Y2QSyFgRP190aGuNZDHtlJjkxfz3pj8T+vnZr4IsyoSFJDBJ4eilMGjYTjKmCXKoING1qCsKI2K8R9pBA2trCSLcGf/fI8aZxU/LOKd3tarl7ldRTBPjgAR8AH56AKbkAN1AEGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj+lowcl3dsEfOJ8/daaT7Q==</latexit>

prior on Y⇤
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๏ Adding more information

RESULTS ON SPT DATA: COSMOLOGY

<latexit sha1_base64="MyjoClzuoXzVAGT5SRVzJKJkIYc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBotQQUoiogU3RTduxAr2AU0Ik+mkHTqThJmJUEIXbvwVNy4UcetHuPNvnLRZaOuBC4dz7uXee/yYUaks69soLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+buXltGicCkhSMWia6PJGE0JC1FFSPdWBDEfUY6/ugq8zsPREgahfdqHBOXo0FIA4qR0pJnlqvQueVkgLwbeAydC+hIOuDIq8OjkmdWrJo1BVwkdk4qIEfTM7+cfoQTTkKFGZKyZ1uxclMkFMWMTEpOIkmM8AgNSE/TEHEi3XT6xAQeaqUPg0joChWcqr8nUsSlHHNfd3KkhnLey8T/vF6igrqb0jBOFAnxbFGQMKgimCUC+1QQrNhYE4QF1bdCPEQCYaVzy0Kw519eJO2Tmn1Ws+5OK43LPI4iKIMDUAU2OAcNcA2aoAUweATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxaC0Y+sw/+wPj8AYCQlXE=</latexit>

(⌦M , �8)

<latexit sha1_base64="UdvKDw6ynWDN2VSqKhl5Hj67OJM=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6rHoxYtYwX5IG8pmO22X7m7C7kYoob/CiwdFvPpzvPlv3LQ5aPXBwOO9GWbmhTFn2njel1NYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z3yrt7TR0limKDRjxS7ZBo5ExiwzDDsR0rJCLk2ArHV5nfekSlWSTvzSTGQJChZANGibHSQ/dW4JD0bkq9csWrejO4f4mfkwrkqPfKn91+RBOB0lBOtO74XmyClCjDKMdpqZtojAkdkyF2LJVEoA7S2cFT98gqfXcQKVvSuDP150RKhNYTEdpOQcxIL3qZ+J/XSczgIkiZjBODks4XDRLumsjNvnf7TCE1fGIJoYrZW106IopQYzPKQvAXX/5LmidV/6zq3Z1Wapd5HEU4gEM4Bh/OoQbXUIcGUBDwBC/w6ijn2Xlz3uetBSef2YdfcD6+Aetoj9Q=</latexit>

⌦M
<latexit sha1_base64="H6qDa5Oczc3XvxXxT7ETdtFqWRs=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6rHoxZsV7Ie0oWy203bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOZMG8/7dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gqaNEUWzQiEeqHRKNnElsGGY4tmOFRIQcW+H4JvNbT6g0i+SDmcQYCDKUbMAoMVZ67N4JHJJeWOqVK17Vm8FdJn5OKpCj3it/dfsRTQRKQznRuuN7sQlSogyjHKelbqIxJnRMhtixVBKBOkhnB0/dE6v03UGkbEnjztTfEykRWk9EaDsFMSO96GXif14nMYOrIGUyTgxKOl80SLhrIjf73u0zhdTwiSWEKmZvdemIKEKNzSgLwV98eZk0z6r+RdW7P6/UrvM4inAEx3AKPlxCDW6hDg2gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4AC2CP6Q==</latexit>

⌦b
<latexit sha1_base64="k5m6KtuTt3NcN1F1bn2L3fu2NoE=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRS48V7Ae0oWy2k3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GpM1Bqw8GHu/NMDMviAU31nW/nNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTzqmCjRDNssEpHuBdSg4ArblluBvVgjlYHAbjC9y/3uI2rDI/VgZzH6ko4VDzmjNpeaQ7cyrNbcursA+Uu8gtSgQGtY/RyMIpZIVJYJakzfc2Prp1RbzgTOK4PEYEzZlI6xn1FFJRo/Xdw6J2eZMiJhpLNSlizUnxMplcbMZJB1SmonZtXLxf+8fmLDGz/lKk4sKrZcFCaC2Ijkj5MR18ismGWEMs2zWwmbUE2ZzeLJQ/BWX/5LOhd176ru3l/WGrdFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoQFNaEEbGEzgCV7g1ZHOs/PmvC9bS04xcwy/4Hx8A/eKjYg=</latexit>

H0

<latexit sha1_base64="lrVcJ4nzYunINeaUahTyI2rr7Co=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEtMeiF48V7Ie0oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GTZqDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoo6NEEdomEY9UL8CaciZp2zDDaS9WFIuA024wvc387hNVmkXywcxi6gs8lixkBBsrPQ40Gws8bFSG1Zpbd3OgVeIVpAYFWsPq12AUkURQaQjHWvc9NzZ+ipVhhNN5ZZBoGmMyxWPat1RiQbWf5gfP0ZlVRiiMlC1pUK7+nkix0HomAtspsJnoZS8T//P6iQkbfspknBgqyWJRmHBkIpR9j0ZMUWL4zBJMFLO3IjLBChNjM8pC8JZfXiWdi7p3VXfvL2vNmyKOMpzAKZyDB9fQhDtoQRsICHiGV3hzlPPivDsfi9aSU8wcwx84nz8JNI/n</latexit>�8

<latexit sha1_base64="N8HqHeb0dR2TdR2KYeiJyGs91DQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbt0dxN2N0IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX9j0uagrQ8GHu/NMDMviAU31nW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyjRDFssEpHuBtSg4ApblluB3VgjlYHATjC5y/3OE2rDI/VopzH6ko4UDzmjNpfUwFQG1Zpbd+cgq8QrSA0KNAfVr/4wYolEZZmgxvQ8N7Z+SrXlTOCs0k8MxpRN6Ah7GVVUovHT+a0zcpYpQxJGOitlyVz9PZFSacxUBlmnpHZslr1c/M/rJTa88VOu4sSiYotFYSKIjUj+OBlyjcyKaUYo0zy7lbAx1ZTZLJ48BG/55VXSvqh7V3X34bLWuC3iKMMJnMI5eHANDbiHJrSAwRie4RXeHOm8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPl3KN8Q==</latexit>ns

<latexit sha1_base64="82bgEA73dvsyFHrPSAKgEb6EJZY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSKIh5KIqMeiF48V7Ye0oWy223bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jps1BWx8MPN6bYWZeEEth0HW/naXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLffMFGiGa+zSEa6FVDDpVC8jgIlb8Wa0zCQvBmMbjK/+cS1EZF6wHHM/ZAOlOgLRtFK94+nxW6p7FbcKcgi8XJShhy1bumr04tYEnKFTFJj2p4bo59SjYJJPil2EsNjykZ0wNuWKhpy46fTUyfk2Co90o+0LYVkqv6eSGlozDgMbGdIcWjmvUz8z2sn2L/yU6HiBLlis0X9RBKMSPY36QnNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWjTyULw5l9eJI2zindRce/Oy9XrPI4CHMIRnIAHl1CFW6hBHRgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMWpecfOYA/sD5/AFSaI0q</latexit>

Y ⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="k4S/JaBPx6GzHIrrO80+uqrc4Eo=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE1GPRi8cK9gPaUCbbTbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSVrGW4E6yaKYRQI1gkmd7nfeWJK81g+mmnC/AhHkoecorFSp48iGWNlUK25dXcOskq8gtSgQHNQ/eoPY5pGTBoqUOue5ybGz1AZTgWbVfqpZgnSCY5Yz1KJEdN+Nj93Rs6sMiRhrGxJQ+bq74kMI62nUWA7IzRjvezl4n9eLzXhjZ9xmaSGSbpYFKaCmJjkv5MhV4waMbUEqeL2VkLHqJAam1Aegrf88ippX9S9q7r7cFlr3BZxlOEETuEcPLiGBtxDE1pAYQLP8ApvTuK8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPw5+PMQ==</latexit>↵
<latexit sha1_base64="YuXWfih+13F1JXl1umLMq4CbPNM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUgyURUY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWju6nfekKleSwfzThBP6IDyUPOqLFSo+KdB2e9UtmtujOQZeLlpAw56r3SV7cfszRCaZigWnc8NzF+RpXhTOCk2E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofaz2bETcmqVPgljZUsaMlN/T2Q00nocBbYzomaoF72p+J/XSU1442dcJqlByeaLwlQQE5Pp56TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm0/RhuAtvrxMmhdV76rqPlyWa7d5HAU4hhOogAfXUIN7qEMDGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWFSefOYI/cD5/AGVsjcI=</latexit>

(1� b)

Adding Planck tSZ 
spectrum shifts 
parameters to more 
usual values of  

But do not improve 
drastically the error 
bars
Adding Planck tSZ 
spectrum and prior 
on the mass bias 
reduces by factor 2 
error bars 

Douspis et al. 2022

CCCP: Hoekstra et al. 
b=0.21±0.09 

+ 6 foreg
+ 4 instrum

<latexit sha1_base64="XWMPbfclq9MOe4a5y9Q4++TiwbU=">AAACB3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1VKQwSBYhd0gKtgEbeyMYB6QXcPsZDYZMo9lZlYISzobf8XGQhFbf8HOv3GSbKGJp7gczrmXe++JEka18bxvZ2FxaXlltbBWXN/Y3Np2d3YbWqYKkzqWTKpWhDRhVJC6oYaRVqII4hEjzWhwNfabD0RpKsWdGSYk5KgnaEwxMlbquAeB4jBRVCoYXEApbAluOOmhTgT795WOW/LK3gRwnvg5KYEctY77FXQlTjkRBjOkddv3EhNmSBmKGRkVg1STBOEB6pG2pQJxosNs8scIHlmlC2N7SyyFgRP190SGuNZDHtlOjkxfz3pj8T+vnZr4PMyoSFJDBJ4uilMGjYTjUGCXKoING1qCsKL2Voj7SCFsbHRFG4I/+/I8aVTK/mnZuz0pVS/zOApgHxyCY+CDM1AF16AG6gCDR/AMXsGb8+S8OO/Ox7R1wcln9sAfOJ8/tBmX7A==</latexit>

prior on ⌦bh
2

<latexit sha1_base64="wo88WOmuISc5rxWLG0swmP29VtU=">AAAB/nicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qoonL8EieCq7Iip4KXrxWMHaQndZsmm2Dc0mS5IVylLwr3jxoIhXf4c3/41puwdtnUMYZt7jTSZKOdPGdb+d0tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vVPd3XvQMlOEtojkUnUirClngrYMM5x2UkVxEnHajoY3E7/9SJVmUtybUUqDBPcFixnBxkph9cBXCUoVkwr5V0gK+4hQh9WaW3enQIvEK0gNCjTD6pffkyRLqDCEY627npuaIMfKMMLpuOJnmqaYDHGfdi0VOKE6yKfxx+jYKj0U2wixFAZN1d8bOU60HiWRnUywGeh5byL+53UzE18GORNpZqggs0NxxpGRaNIF6jFFieEjSzBRzGZFZIAVJsY2VrElePNfXiQPp3XvvO7endUa10UdZTiEIzgBDy6gAbfQhBYQyOEZXuHNeXJenHfnYzZacoqdffgD5/MHwCaUtA==</latexit>

prior on ns
<latexit sha1_base64="tnbgcny58p6O+LNHym55PV1ErqY=">AAACAXicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfqzaCzWAQrMKuiAo2QRvLCOYB2SXMTmaTIfNiZlYIITb+io2FIrb+hZ1/4yTZQhNPcTmccy/33pMoRo0Ngm+vsLS8srpWXC9tbG5t7/i7ew0jM41JHUsmdStBhjAqSN1Sy0hLaYJ4wkgzGdxM/OYD0YZKcW+HisQc9QRNKUbWSR3/INIcKk2lhtEVlMKVCDHVRx2/HFSCKeAiCXNSBjlqHf8r6kqccSIsZsiYdhgoG4+QthQzMi5FmSEK4QHqkbajAnFi4tH0gzE8dkoXpu6KVAoLp+rviRHixgx54jo5sn0z703E/7x2ZtPLeESFyiwReLYozRi0Ek7igF2qCbZs6AjCmrpbIe4jjbB1oZVcCOH8y4ukcVoJzyvB3Vm5ep3HUQSH4AicgBBcgCq4BTVQBxg8gmfwCt68J+/Fe/c+Zq0FL5/ZB3/gff4A/cqV9A==</latexit>

prior on ↵
<latexit sha1_base64="8CRjVtyYY7wsvVDD/38xtETw1DY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzEyyCuCgzIiq4KbpxWcE+pDOUTJppQ/MYkoxQh+KvuHGhiFv/w51/Y9rOQlvPIhzOuZd7cqKEUW0879spLCwuLa8UV0tr6xubW+72TkPLVGFSx5JJ1YqQJowKUjfUMNJKFEE8YqQZDa7HfvOBKE2luDPDhIQc9QSNKUbGSh13L1AcJopKBYNLKIV97o87btmreBPAeeLnpAxy1DruV9CVOOVEGMyQ1m3fS0yYIWUoZmRUClJNEoQHqEfalgrEiQ6zSfoRPLRKF8Y2QSyFgRP190aGuNZDHtlJjkxfz3pj8T+vnZr4IsyoSFJDBJ4eilMGjYTjKmCXKoING1qCsKI2K8R9pBA2trCSLcGf/fI8aZxU/LOKd3tarl7ldRTBPjgAR8AH56AKbkAN1AEGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj+lowcl3dsEfOJ8/daaT7Q==</latexit>

prior on Y⇤
PR4 ymap: Tanimura et al. 2021
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๏ Planck 2018 priors on Ωbh2, Ωch2, θMC, ns 
๏ Flat priors on other parameters (As, reion)

๏ Clean and consistent measurement of the tSZ and kSZ amplitudes
๏ Breaks the degeneracy 

RESULTS ON SPT DATA: REIONISATION

Gorce, Douspis, Salvati 2022

9 and 5σ measurements  
of tSZ and kSZ resp. 

Separate components: 
Late-time contributes to 85% 

DpkSZ < 1.6 μK2 (95%)

tSZ kSZ Late time kSZ Patchy kSZ
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RESULTS ON SPT DATA: FREE COSMOLOGY

Can see the shape of the 
spectra!!

Gorce, Douspis, Salvati 2022
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๏ Results on epoch of reionisation: xe

RESULTS ON SPT DATA: FREE COSMOLOGY

SPT data favour a different 
cosmology than Planck, including 

earlier reionisation: 
𝜏 = 0.062 ± 0.012 (1σ) 

zre = 7.9 ± 1.1 (1σ)

Gorce, Douspis, Salvati 2022
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๏ First attempt to bring full information of high ell 
components (focusing on tSZ and kSZ)

๏  Already with SPT (and ACT), leveraging the cosmological 
information in foregrounds leads to 

๏ Stronger constraints on cosm. param.
๏ Cleaner measurements
๏ Self-consistent constraints on reionisation

๏ … but mostly with upcoming releases:
๏ ACT/SPT/SO/CMB-S4

25

CONCLUSIONS
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๏ Moving for a full all-ell cosmological analysis with coherent 
foregrounds extracting all cosmological information from 
all CMB data (PLANCK+ACT+SPT: BATMAN project)

๏ Generalised Halo model / emulator to CIB, CIBxSZ 
cross correlation, …,  for Cobaya module

๏ Add coherently Cluster counts and baryon fraction

๏ Joint constraints of kSZ with other data sets 

๏ Emulator 100 times faster, allows to make many tests: tSZ 
and kSZ, available with other products:

 https://szdb.osups.universite-paris-saclay.fr 

26

PROSPECTIVES

See also talk of Raphael Wicker
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Thank you 


